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INSTRUMENT TRANSFORMERS
 Inspection number
Maker
Serial number
Type
Volts
Primary
Secondary
Amperes
Primary
Secondary
Accuracy class
Rating factor	
Wire
Bar, window or donut style
Current transformers (CT)
Potential transformers (PT)
Transformer location (e.g. switchgear, meter cabinet, pole, yard, etc.):
Primary metering:
Totalization:
Can the wire be readily traced from the block to the meter?
Can the wire be readily traced from the instrument transformer to the block?
Is the auxiliary equipment connected to the metering circuit?
Is the total burden within the ratings of the instrument transformers?
Are the following S-E-08 specification requirements met?
Was the S-E-08 standard drawing used?
Colour code used:
Is the CT/PT grounding correct?
Are the polarity marks satisfactory?
Is the Canadian electrical code met (e.g. colour code, neutral must be white and ground green)?
Are all devices correctly connected?
Measurement circuit wiring:
Are the following S-E-03 specification requirements met?
Is the minimum current rating of the meter less than the secondary current rating of the CTs?
Is the max current rating (meter) greater than secondary rating (CT) x rating factor x (configuration weighting)? (e.g. a configuration weighting of 2 would be used when conductors are wrapped through a donut  transformer twice or a delta configuration is connected at the test block)
Is the meter operating voltage between 90% to 105% of the transformer's nominal output voltage?
Do the meter ratings conform to the NOA for the voltage?
Do the meter ratings conform to the NOA for the current?
Is there a test switch and/or shorting block in use?
Was it sealed by the utility?
Delta formed at:
Are the seals intact?
MC
Utility
Billing multiplier:
Was the correct billing multiplier used in the billing system?
Was transformer loss compensation applied? 
Overall rating:
Connections left tight
Energy meter readings:
Demand meter readings:
Load to meter analyses:
Kh =
Meter clocking  
Registered meter watts (secondary)
Registered meter watts (primary)
Measured true watts
Overall error
Run
revs
seconds
(3600×Kh×revs/seconds)
(Sec watts×ct×pt×cm)
From analyzer/power  meter to primary value
((R/T)-1)×100
1
2
3
Transformer ratio checks:
Marked transformer ratio:
Current
Primary
Secondary
Ratio
As marked? Balanced? Notes:
A phase (la)
B phase (lb)
C phase (lc)
Voltage
Primary
Secondary
Ratio
As marked? Balanced? Notes:
Ea-(n)-(b)
Ea-(n)-(c)
Ea-(n)-(a)
Auxiliary devices
Primary
Secondary
Ratio
As marked? Balanced? Notes:
Overall rating of instrument transformers:
E
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